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Executive Summary and Chronology
During the last week of August 2006, it was revealed that MoveOn.org's Action
Forum was overflowing with anti-Semitic hate speech, along with 9/11 conspiracy
theories and occasional racist slurs. It was later shown that the Action Forum contained
numerous pieces of anti-Catholic hate speech as well.
o Contrary to MoveOn.org's claims that it discovered and removed the hate
speech in August, MoveOn.org knew about the hate speech since 2004, and
exercised editorial control in its favor. "Exercise of editorial control" is the
key phrase, because it makes MoveOn accountable for the hate speech.
o Jan Poller's E-mail of April 2004, more than two years before
MoveOn.org says it "discovered" the hate speech, told MoveOn.org
about the problem.
o The Action Forum's Frequently Asked Questions page says that the
moderators read each entry twice, which means they saw the hate
speech.
o Contrary to MoveOn's claim that it deleted the hate speech as soon as it
was "discovered," literally dozens of examples were harvested from the
Action Forum until it was shut down for good.
o An official bulletin by MoveOn editor Noah Winer,1 which was still online as
of 11 August 2007, says "This essay describes many of the familiar neoconservatives as having 'dual loyalties,' making policy decisions in the interests
of the State of Israel as much as the United States."
o While it says "neo-conservatives" as opposed to "Jews," the source it
cites (Christisons) says "Jews."2
o Another official bulletin by MoveOn editor Noah Winer3 is overwhelmingly
anti-Israel, and it cites sources like the Electronic Intifada and Gush Shalom.
o MoveOn.org also published a derogatory photomanipulation of Pope Benedict.
Chronology
o On 29 August 2006, Robert Goldberg published an op-ed called "Donkey See,
Monkey Do" in the Washington Times. It exposed the use of language such as
"media-owning Jewish pigs" and "Jew Lieberman" on the Action Forum. During
the same time period, postings began to appear at IsraPundit and NetWMD (Net
War to Mobilize Democracy) that quoted the material extensively.
o On 2 September, MoveOn.org political director Eli Pariser published a reply to
"Donkey See, Monkey Do" that disclaimed responsibility for the slurs in question.
o On 5 September, William Levinson published a reply to Mr. Pariser's letter
(Washington Times) that underscored the fact that MoveOn.org was in fact
monitoring its forum and removing material critical of MoveOn.org, which meant
that it was exercising editorial control over the forum.
o On 8 September, William Kristol's "Anti-Judaism" (Wall Street Journal) reported,
"As Robert Goldberg reported in the Washington Times, after one Moveon
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member celebrated the defeat of "Jew Lieberman,” 95% of those who responded
to the post on the Moveon Web site expressed their approval."
o On 8 September (the same evening), MoveOn.org disabled its Action Forum,
apparently to prevent retrieval and circulation of the contents.
o This was interpreted (Levinson at IsraPundit) as the political equivalent of
headlong flight from a battlefield. MoveOn.org was apparently so terrified
of the idea of people wading through its Action Forum and actually seeing
the items in question that it disabled the forum, thus shutting out its moremoderate users as well as the anti-Semites, racists, and 9/11 conspiracy
theorists. MoveOn.org would not have deprived itself of a key organizing
and member communication tool had it not become a deadly organizational
liability.
o On 10 September, MoveOn.org changed its mind and brought the Action Forum
back up under heavy moderation. Posts were held for moderator approval before
being allowed to appear. This was, however, hardly a solution to the troubled
organization's public relations problems.
o Numerous postings by Action Forum participants showed extreme
dissatisfaction with the new system, which inhibits exchange of ideas.
Morale and commitment have obviously been damaged.
o On 24 September, MoveOn again disabled its Action Forum despite the certain
knowledge that its opponents would see this as a sign of weakness.
o Did one or more of the candidates who accepted its endorsement demand
that it remove this embarrassing and hateful material from the Internet? This
is but one of several possible reasons.

Debunking MoveOn.org's Excuses
On 2 September 2006, Eli Pariser posted the following at MoveOn.org.4
Statement On ActionForum Comments.
Statement from Eli Pariser, MoveOn.org Political Action
“MoveOn’s ActionForum is an open forum where members of the public and MoveOn
members can post their thoughts regarding important political issues.
Once in a while—as in any public forum—inappropriate material is posted. Recently, a
few of the thousands of comments that are posted every week contained anti-Semitic
language.
The comments that were posted were abhorrent. We were dismayed to see them, and
removed them as soon as they came to our attention 17 days ago.
Many of the comments identified were not, in fact, made by MoveOn members. We are
working to discern whether they were made as a part of a right-wing campaign to target
the organization.
Clearly, any attempt to tie MoveOn’s 3.2 million members to the hateful comments of a
few nonmembers on an online public forum is wrong.
We were pleased to see that so many MoveOn members rose to sharply criticize the hate
speech that was posted – even before it was brought to our attention.”
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Statement On
ActionForum Comments.
Statement from Eli Pariser,
MoveOn.org Political Action
MoveOn’s ActionForum is an
open forum where members of
the public and MoveOn
members can post their
thoughts regarding important
political issues.
Once in a while—as in any
public forum—inappropriate
material is posted. Recently, a
few of the thousands of
comments that are posted every
week contained anti-Semitic
language.
The comments that were
posted were abhorrent. We
were dismayed to see them,
and removed them as soon as
they came to our attention 17
days ago.

The Facts
That depends on what you mean by "recently."
A Google-cached page from Actionforum.com5
contains a 22 March 2006 statement that says,
"How can we have high level people in our
government making foreign policy decisions
when they are Jewish Americans? It is a cystal
[sic] clear case of conflict of interest. Their
loyalty is to Israel and it has become our loyalty
too above what is good for America." 8 out of 9
Action Forum users voted their agreement
with this statement.
(1) Most of the hate speech was never
removed, as shown by the harvesting of
dozens of examples through September
2006 (until the Action Forum was finally
shut down).
(2) The hate speech came to MoveOn's
attention not 17 days ago (from 2 September
2006), but more than two years ago, as
shown by Jan Poller's E-mail of 1 April
2004.
(3) The Action Forum FAQ page says the
moderators saw each piece of hate speech
twice.

Jan Poller's E-mail informing MoveOn about the hate speech in April 2004
From: Jan Mel Poller [E-mail given to MoveOn.org, deleted for privacy here]
Sent: Thursday, April 01, 2004 10:19 AM
To: ‘info@moveon.org’
Subject: Liberals and the left
I doubt that you will read this or pass it on to your leaders, but it is worth a try.
I am an old time Liberal, dating back to the Truman era. I am deeply disturbed by
some of the anti-liberal views espoused in many forums on line, in college
campuses and in the news media.
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Liberalism always fought for truth and against censorship. I was told by a
Muslim woman that she was against terrorism, Saddam, Arafat and the rest
of the Jihad leaders. However, her posts were not allowed to appear here. At
the same time, Nouris strongly anti-Israel posts, not to mention rod
Hutchinson’s anti-Semitic post are allowed to appear.
You tolerated [censored?] my posts, which challenged support for Jihadist
terrorism and supported Israel and the spread of democracy throughout the
world (including the Arab world), have all been removed. I am no longer
allowed to post.
I am pleased that you have done this as it supports my view that the extreme left
is totalitarian.
You are part of the college campus terrorists. San Francisco state expelled a 59
year old Russian Jewish woman because she attacked Communism and supported
Israel. You are part of the totalitarian left who shouts down anyone who doesn’t
share your views.
The first time I came to the MoveOn website, you prominently display a screed
that said Barak, not Arafat walked out of the Camp David peace talks. You did
this on the word of Uri Avneri against al the statements by people who were there,
including your hero, Clinton.
The really bright thing that you do is support the Islamo-fascist Jihadists. You
give them the knife present your throat and say, “Slit here”.
You are like the pacifists of the 1930’s who didn’t mind Hitler’s aggression.
Jan Mel Poller
PS: you might remind Noah T Winer that Hamas wants to slaughter all Jews in
Israel. If they succeed in doing that, they won’t stop there. After all, the IslamoFascists are claiming Spain again and the Jews would be killed there, as well.

Statement On
ActionForum
Comments.
Statement from Eli Pariser,
MoveOn.org Political
Action
Many of the comments
identified were not, in fact,
made by MoveOn members.
We are working to discern
whether they were made as
a part of a right-wing

The Facts
This is the old drug dealer excuse, "The cops
planted the dope on me." MoveOn.org was
monitoring the forum and removing postings that
were critical of MoveOn.org. Even if "The Man,"
to use the 1960s expression, planted all the antiSemitic material, MoveOn saw it and could have
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campaign to target the
organization.

removed it had it chosen to do so.
Given the high (usually 70 to 95 percent) approval
ratings for the hate speech, more than two-thirds of
the Action Forum members must have been
neocons, Zionist trolls, and Karl Rove agents.

Clearly, any attempt to tie
MoveOn’s 3.2 million
members to the hateful
comments of a few
nonmembers on an online
public forum is wrong.

As will be shown throughout this document, the
Action Forum's participants voted overwhelming
approval of the remarks in question.

We were pleased to see that
so many MoveOn members
rose to sharply criticize the
hate speech that was posted
– even before it was brought
to our attention.”

MoveOn.org deleted the criticisms before it
deleted the hate speech itself.

MoveOn.org Action Forum FAQ page: moderators saw the hate speech
http://www.actionforum.com/general/faq.html#1
proves that MoveOn.org's moderators not only saw every piece of hate speech,
they saw each one twice. Bracketed remarks are ours.
How can I make sure someone at MoveOn reads my post? All
comments are read at least twice. While there is no single criteria,
comments that suggest a possible MoveOn action and are not duplicative
are likely to be immediately passed on, or included in a summary to the
whole MoveOn team. Ratings, while important, are not definitive and
some comments with few or low ratings are included in the summaries.
Important issues are sometimes followed up with a survey to a sampling of
the membership.
Just what does your moderator do? Our moderators are better
described as monitors. They spend the vast majority of their time looking
for comments to pass on to the MoveOn team and doing weekly forum
summaries. With regard to moderating, their goal is to help create a space
to facilitate input. It is not their goal to remove every comment that might
be inappropriate. [Our experience is, however, that they were very diligent
at removing comments that criticized MoveOn.org.] The first line of
moderators are our members, who rate inappropriate comments low. [Our
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experience, as shown below, is that the members gave them overwhelming
approval.]
Summary of our response to MoveOn's press release of 2 September 2006:
It has been shown unequivocally that, contrary to the excuses that MoveOn.org made in
its press release of 2 September 2006,
(1) MoveOn.org was fully aware of the hate speech, as shown by Jan Poller's E-mail
of April 2004, and the FAQ page that says the moderators read each entry twice.
(2) MoveOn.org deleted only a few token pieces of hate speech, as shown by the
harvesting of dozens of such remarks for weeks afterward.
(3) The Action Forum participants voted overwhelming approval of the hate speech
and 9/11 conspiracy theories.

MoveOn.org official bulletin makes "divided loyalties" accusation
MoveOn.org can't blame this one on Zionist cyber-trolls, conservatives, and Karl
Rove agents.6
MoveOn Bulletin
Friday, May 9, 2003
Noah T. Winer, Editor
PAX ISRAELICA?
Nearly all PNAC participants, whether Jewish or Christian, are rightwing Zionists who support Ariel Sharon's Likud Party. In 1996,
Richard Perle, Douglas Feith, and others drafted a paper for incoming
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu urging him to make "a clean break"
from the Oslo peace process preferring "peace through strength,"
including the ouster of Saddam Hussein.
http://www.israeleconomy.org/strat1.htm
This essay describes many of the familiar neo-conservatives as having
"dual loyalties," making policy decisions in the interests of the State
of Israel as much as the United States.
http://www.counterpunch.org/christison1213.html
The Counterpunch article that Winer cites is even worse:7
"The link between active promoters of Israeli interests and
policymaking circles is stronger by several orders of magnitude in the
Bush administration, which is peppered with people who have long
records of activism on behalf of Israel in the United States, of policy
advocacy in Israel, and of promoting an agenda for Israel often at odds
with existing U.S. policy. These people, who can fairly be called Israeli
loyalists, are now at all levels of government, from desk officers at the
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Defense Department to the deputy secretary level at both State and
Defense, as well as on the National Security Council staff and in the vice
president's office."
"Dual loyalties" has always been one of those red flags posted around
the subject of Israel and the Arab-Israeli conflict, something that induces
horrified gasps and rapid heartbeats because of its implication of Jewish
disloyalty to the United States and the common assumption that anyone
who would speak such a canard is ipso facto an anti-Semite. (We have a
Jewish friend who is not bothered by the term in the least, who
believes that U.S. and Israeli interests should be identical and sees it
as perfectly natural for American Jews to feel as much loyalty to
Israel as they do to the United States. But this is clearly not the usual
reaction when the subject of dual loyalties arises.)
Meanwhile, a search for the Christisons' other articles turned up some
genuinely anti-Semitic pieces that talked about Jews (not "Zionists," "Jews") and
equated Zionism to racism.
MoveOn.org Backs Palestinians against Israel
o Supports Palestinian Right of Return
o Blames Israel for Breaking Off Peace Talks
o Quotes Electronic Intifada and Gush Shalom
The following official bulletin was apparently so embarrassing to MoveOn.org that it
finally took it down. It was, however, archived at archive.org (the Wayback Machine),
and we retrieved a copy. Our comments are in brackets.
MoveOn Bulletin
Friday, June 20, 2003
Noah T. Winer, Editor
noah.winer@moveon.org
Subscribe online at:
http://www.moveon.org/ moveonbulletin/
——————————
NOTE: In response to feedback about this bulletin, MoveOn.org would like
to clarify that The MoveOn Bulletin is a free weekly collection of links, which
represent a broad range of views on important political issues. These links
aren’t meant to represent the position of MoveOn.org.
[We beg to differ. Noah T. Winer is the editor of this bulletin and, as an official
representative of MoveOn.org, he is entirely responsible for the content of the page.
By posting the indicated links in the context of advocacy as opposed to condemnation,
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he, and therefore MoveOn.org, are indeed endorsing the indicated positions. In addition,
it already seems that MoveOn.org was getting heat over this from pro-Israel people, and
the above paragraph shows exactly why MoveOn.org felt compelled to take the bulletin
offline. After recovering the material from archive.org, we are hardly surprised.]
INTRODUCTION: WHERE DOES THE ROAD MAP LEAD?
In July, 2000 Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak broke off talks with
Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat at the Camp David summit
hosted by U.S. President Bill Clinton. That September, Ariel Sharon,
chairman of the Likud party, made a provocative visit to the Haram alSharif/Temple Mount in Jerusalem. Control over this holy site for both
Muslims and Jews is contested by Palestinians and Israelis. The visit implied
Israeli sovereignty over all Jerusalem, the eastern portion of which is
considered occupied territory by the international community. So began the
second intifada, or Palestinian uprising.
As in the first intifada in the late 1980s, the demand is for an end to the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank, Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem — which has
persisted since 1967 — and acknowledgment of the Palestinian refugees right
to return to the villages from which they were forced to leave during the 1948
war that established the State of Israel. In the 33 months since, human death
has saturated the region: 816 Israelis and 2,384 Palestinians have been killed.
Early in his presidency, George W. Bush avoided substantial involvement in the
Israel-Palestine conflict. After September 11, 2001 a number of factors —
escalating violence in the area and Israel’s attempt to link September 11th with
Palestinian suicide bombings, pressure from the Israel lobby and the
Christian Right, and the desire for an increasing U.S. influence in the oil-rich
Middle East — prompted Bush to take an active, personal role in promoting
an agreement.
That proposed agreement is the Road Map. While the initiative has been praised
for calling for an end to violence and for endorsing the formation a Palestinian
state, the Road Map provides no mechanism for actually ending the violence,
leaves uncertain the borders of the proposed state, and postpones determining the
status of the 380,000 Israeli settlers and four million Palestinian refugees. With
matters so central to the resolution of the conflict left to be decided at a future
date or ignored entirely, the Road Map is still far from being a bona fide peace
proposal.
True and lasting peace begins with justice for all the people of the region. That the
Road Map will lead in that direction is not at all evident.
CRITIQUE
From the only joint Palestinian-Israeli public policy think-tank in the world:
“The Road Map is severely lacking in detail. It mentions that the sides will have
to negotiate the permanent status issues such as borders, Jerusalem, settlements,
refugees, etc. but makes almost no mention of these issues throughout the process
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in the earlier phases.”
http://www.ipcri.org/files/roadmapgb.html
From the Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz:
“According to the facts on the ground, the [Palestinian] ’state’ will apparently be
comprised of three enclaves cut off from one another inside the West Bank — in
addition to the Gazan enclave, and with no guarantee the settlements inside the
enclave will be dismantled. The ’separation fence’ has been described as
‘temporary,’ but it is a wall with hefty fortifications taking up a lot of land,
and it has already scarred the Tul Karm-Qalqiliyah area, the most
prosperous Palestinian farmland, thus sabotaging one of the cornerstones of
Palestinian economic security.”
http://www.moveon.org/r?456
From The Nation:
“For in failing to focus on the Israeli occupation of the West Bank, Gaza
Strip and East Jerusalem, about to enter its 37th year, and on Israeli
settlements, which underpin that occupation, the Road Map misses an
opportunity to end this conflict. Instead, it concentrates on Palestinian
violence and how to combat it — as if it came out of nowhere, and as if, were
it to be halted, the situation of occupation and settlement would be normal.”
http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20030609&s=khalidi
FACTS ON THE GROUND: TERRORISM
Human Rights Watch condemns suicide bombing attacks against Israeli civilians
as war crimes and crimes against humanity.
http://www.hrw.org/reports/2002/isrl-pa/
Gush Shalom, an Israeli peace group, on the Rantisi assassination attempt.
http://www.gush-shalom.org/archives/article254.html
An Israeli parliament member and 25 former Israeli generals have raised
questions about the timing of Sharon’s assassination attempt.
http://www.commondreams.org/headlines03/0612-05.htm
Senator Dick Lugar (R-Indiana), chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, has raised the possibility of U.S. military intervention “to root out the
terrorism that is at the heart of the problem.”
http://www.moveon.org/r?453
FACTS ON THE GROUND: OUTPOSTS AND SETTLEMENTS
From the Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz:
“Don’t make do with the outposts. There are more than 100 of them, and about 60
went up in Sharon’s days. If he takes down 7-10 he hasn’t done a thing. Many
were put up just to pull them out, like a goat from a crowded corral.”
http://www.moveon.org/r?454
From The Nation:
“A recent poll by Israel’s Jaffee Institute for Strategic Studies shows that 56
9

percent of Israelis — up from 48 percent last year — would ’support a
unilateral withdrawal from the territories in the context of a peace accord,
even if that meant ceding all settlements.’ Here is the signpost for a realistic
road map that could be charted by the Bush Administration.”
http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20030630&s=carey
FACTS ON THE GROUND: THE SEPARATION WALL
Gush Shalom reports that the separation wall Israel is constructing in the West
Bank is not at all along the internationally recognized 1967 “green line” border.
The wall, officially being built for security, annexes illegal settlements into Israel.
http://www.gush-shalom.org/thewall/
A troubling report on the 25-foot tall separation wall from Israeli newspaper
Yediot Ahronot describes how the system of barbed concrete walls and armed
watchtowers will imprison hundreds of thousands of Palestinians without access
to their agricultural lands.
http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article1546.shtml
The Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights and the
Environment on legal efforts to block the wall.
http://www.lawsociety.org/Press/Preleases/2002/oct/oct15e.html

Anti-Semitic Hate Speech
The following is a listing of the worst anti-Semitic slurs, some of which would be
quite at home in the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.
(1)
Note on references: the Action Forum hyperlinks are no longer usable
because MoveOn.org disabled the entire forum. Also, most of the Googlecached items have probably expired by now. These articles were copied as
soon as they were found because it was expected that MoveOn might begin
to "sanitize" its forum.
o Bold face highlighting of the most significant hate speech is ours. The
Action Forum did not provide for highlighting.
(2)
Also note the overwhelming support for this material. The Action Forum
empowered participants to vote "approve" or "disapprove" for each entry,
and the hate speech usually garnered 70 to 95 percent approval.
"Jew Lieberman" and "media-owning Jewish pigs"8
Donkey see, monkey do (Washington Times)
By Robert Goldberg
August 29, 2006
But he [Buchanan] never called them "Media owning Jewish pigs" or
"sneaky Jewish sympathizers!" Both can be found repeatedly on the
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Moveon.org Action Forum.
Moveon is not the only leftist Web site filled with anti-Semitism. But
compared to the Dailykos and the slanderous Huffington Post nothing
compares to Moveon in terms of quantity or viciousness.
After Sen. Joe Lieberman lost the Democratic primary in Connecticut,
one Moveon member stated: "Jew Lieberman first step. Corporate Clinton
will be next. Impeachment of BushCo will be third." This one came in
with 95 percent of Moveon members responding approving the "Jew
Lieberman" post. (Moveon helpfully records the percent of people
agreeing with each post.)
"Jews control all the media"9
This one was retrieved from Google's cache after MoveOn disabled its Action
Forum.
Enough already!
Another neo-con appeared today on C-Span to defend Bush and his
spying program! I am Jewish and proud of it (despite everything) but I
am sick of seeing those neo-cons posing as average joes on national
television to defend Bush and his lies. Since they don't have the decency
or honesty to identify themselves by saying: "But you know, I am a
Zionist and may be biased" and since most Americans can't tell the
difference and don't have the courage to ask, maybe they should be
forced to wear an Israeli flag on the lapel of their jackets. Isn't it time
to tell the American people the truth, i.e. that Jews control all the
media. (August 17, 2006)
100 percent agree (8 out of 8)
"Why are the Jews so Jew-y?"10
Why are the Jews so Jew-y? Norwegian novelist Jostein Gaarder
breaks the ultimate taboo in an anti-Israel rant by tying the irrationality
of Israeli violence to Judaism (the link is to an unofficial translation,
which starts as follows):
“There is no turning back. It is time to learn a new lesson: We do no
longer recognize the state of Israel. We could not recognize the South
African apartheid regime, nor did we recognize the Afghan Taliban
regime. Then there were many who did not recognize Saddam Hussein’s
Iraq or the Serbs’ ethnic cleansing. We must now get used to the idea: The
state of Israel in its current form is history.
We do not believe in the notion of God’s chosen people. We laugh at this
people’s fancies and weep over its misdeeds. To act as God’s chosen
people is not only stupid and arrogant, but a crime against humanity. We
call it racism. There are limits to our patience, and there are limits to our
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tolerance. We do not believe in divine promises as justification for
occupation and apartheid. We have left the Middle Ages behind. We laugh
uneasily at those who still believe that the God of flora, fauna, and
galaxies has selected one people in particular as his favorite and given it
funny stone tablets, burning bushes, and a license to kill.
We call child murderers ‘child murderers’ and will never accept that such
have a divine or historic mandate excusing their outrages. We say but this:
Shame on all apartheid, shame on ethnic cleansing, shame on every
terrorist strike against civilians, be it carried out by Hamas, Hizballah, or
the state of Israel!”
…The Israelis are stealing their land, and have occupied land that is
not theirs for years. And they OWN Washington senators and
congresspeople.
29 of 30 MoveOn.org Action Forum participants agree with this. That is sure a
heck of a lot of Zionist trolls, conservatives, and Karl Rove plants running around the
Action Forum.
Tom Lantos is a "whining, arrogant Jew"11
19. LANTOS WANTS TO FREEZE LEBANON AID
Congressman Tom Lantos told PM Olmert of Israel that he wants to freeze
the $ 230 million U.S. aid package to Lebanon. Lantos is the ranking
democrat on the House Foreign Relations Comte. Lantos said, "The
[Lebanese] aid package should be witheld until the Lebanese government
displays responsibility". Responsibility ? Israel is guilty of war crimes in
their cowardely attack on Lebanon and the whining, arrogant Jew wants
Lebanon to demonstrate responsibility ! This is another example of
how many Jews/Zioniosts in our Congress use the U.S. for their own
greedy purposes. DUMP ISRAEL.
14 out of 17 voted to AGREE with this.
Jews don't serve in the Armed Forces
4. Rather than AFRICAN AMERICANS……
American JEWS should serve in the US Army. RUMSFELD should bring
OUR TROOPS HOME, REPLACE WITH JEWS!!! Prior to further
support of ISREAL, a state (US controlled) who discriminates against
Blacks and Muslims. We should insist that the American JEWS serve
in the US Army to protect their selfish interest. They used lies to sell
this war to the public so that JEWS and super-rich corporations could
get even richer by securing multi-billion dollar contracts in Iraq even
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while our soldiers were engaged in active combat. A disproportionate
number of our soldiers are minorities. They and their families will never
benefit from the profits of war. … See: http://www.outbush2005.com
NOT ANTISEMITISM… JUST A FACT WHICH NO ONE SEEMS
WILLING TO ACCEPT.
The fact is that Jewish-Americans make up 2% of our American
population and less than 1% of the world’s population and yet hold
exponentially more positions of real power in American than AsianAmericans (4% of our population) and African-Americans (12% of our
population) and Hispanic Americans (13% of our population)… are
Jewish people really so much smarter and so much more talented that
they truly deserve so much more REPRESENTATION in our
democracy than all the other minority groups, even though they are
far fewer in number than these other minority groups??? Can
someone please explain to me again the concept of DEMOCRACY? Isn’t
it about all the people being FAIRLY REPRESENTED in our
government??? Jewish-Americans should make up approximately 2% of
our government and Asian-Americans should make up about 4% and
African-Americans should make up about 12% and Hispanic-Americans
should make up about 13% and ALL OF THESE MINORITIES SHOULD
GET EQUAL TREATMENT UNDER OUR CONSTITUTION — I even
believe strongly in AFFIRMATIVE ACTION for minorities — but I do
not believe it’s healthy or at all DEMOCRATIC for 2% of our population
to control our CONGRESS (through AIPAC), our MEDIA, and our
MONEY. It’s just UNAMERICAN! I also believe WOMEN should make
up AT LEAST HALF our representatives in government. Call me crazy
(though I know you’ll just call me ANTISEMITIC)!
7 70% Agree
3 30% Disagree
U.S. and Israel are "war criminal states"12
Israel’s ‘UNINTENDED’ ??? collateral damage in Lebanon
Unintended for crisake. They bombed the whole country back to the Stone
Age. It is A WAR CRIME for which Nazis were hung. If I were Bush I
would not plan any European vacations.
http://www.antiwar.com/roberts/?articleid=9616
Bush Goes Retro to Avoid Prosecution - by Paul Craig Roberts
When I was a kid, John Wayne war movies gave us the message that
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America was the good guy, the white hat that fought the villain. Alas,
today the U.S. and its last remaining non-coerced ally, Israel, are almost
universally regarded as the bad guys over whom John Wayne would
triumph. Today, the U.S. and Israel are seen throughout the world as
war-criminal states.
On Aug. 23, the BBC reported that Amnesty International has brought war
crimes charges against Israel for deliberately targeting civilians and
civilian infrastructure as an “integral part” of Israel’s strategy in its recent
invasion of Lebanon.
Israel claims that its aggression was “self-defense” to dislodge Hezbollah
from southern Lebanon. Yet, Israel bombed residential communities all
over Lebanon, even Christian communities in the north in which no
Hezbollah could possibly have been present.
United Nations spokesman Jean Fabre reported that Israel’s attack on
civilian infrastructure annihilated Lebanon’s development: “Fifteen years
of work have been wiped out in a month.”
Israel maintains that this massive destruction was unintended “collateral
damage.”
President Bush maintains that Israel has “a right to protect itself” by
destroying Lebanon.
Bush blocked the attempt to stop Israel’s aggression and is, thereby,
equally responsible for the war crimes. Indeed, a number of reports
claim that Bush instigated the Israeli aggression against Lebanon.
Bush has other war crime problems. Benjamin Ferencz, a chief
prosecutor of Nazi war crimes at Nuremberg, recently said that
President Bush should be tried as a war criminal side-by-side with
Saddam Hussein for starting aggressive wars, Hussein for his 1990
invasion of Kuwait and Bush for his 2003 invasion of Iraq.
Under the Nuremberg standard, Bush is definitely a war criminal. The
U.S. Supreme Court also exposed Bush to war crimes charges under both
the U.S. War Crimes Act of 1996 and the Geneva Conventions when the
Court ruled in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld against the Bush administration’s
military tribunals and inhumane treatment of detainees.
…According to President Bush, the U.S. will lose the “war on terror”
unless the U.S. succeeds in defeating “the Iraqi terrorists” by establishing
“democracy in Iraq.” Of course, insurgents resisting occupation are not
terrorists, and there were no insurgents or terrorists in Iraq until Bush
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invaded. [Michael Moore’s position, the terrorists who are murdering our
troops with improvised explosive devices are “freedom fighters.”] …
Total number of responses: 15
14 93% Agree
1 6% Disagree
Jews have dual citizenship (and dual loyalties)
9. American Jews have the advantage of dual citizenship.
African Americans, and too many of our troops are being maimed and
dying in IRAQ in a civil war, while American Jews are allowed to have
the advantage of dual citizenship. Many who feel an obligation to
serve in Israel’s Military, and no obligation to serve in the US
MILITARY. This is shameful, especially when it is apparent that one
reason we invaded IRAQ was to protect ISRAEL.
The beneficiaries of this invasion of IRAQ should suffer the consequences
of the INVADERS. AFRICA AMERICANS, THE POOR and others who
will never benefit from the booty of this invasion should not suffer the
consequences of Bush’s War.
Innocent IRAQI’s, all African Americans, and too many of our troops are
being maimed and dying in IRAQ in a civil war, created by an illegal
occupation. An occupation created by an administration consisting of
DRAFT DODGERS, a President? (Bush) who apparently went AWOL
and refused to serve.
Innocent people are dying, supported by a Congress who many have
refused to serve in our military, and refuse to re-institute the draft,
fearing their love ones will suffer the consequences of their and Bush’s
criminal acts.
http://www.outbush2005.blogspot.com [This blog is very interesting and
the same individual posted it frequently in the Action Forum. It argues,
among other things, that most Blacks are Muslims by birth.]
Scores (4) 100% AGREE
Jews refuse to serve in the Armed Forces
61. US will not invade LEBANON !! , NO OIL
What the HEZBOLLAH have to realize is that they don’t have to worry
about the US invading and occupying LEBANON. The US military lack
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minorities to feed to the fodder, with African Americans leaving the
military in droves, due to the illegal occupation of IRAQ. American
JEWS refuse to serve in the US Military, so you don’t have to worry
about them. Since LEBANON lack large deposits of oil you can be
assured that these Conservatives Cowards will never risk life and limb of
the Reserves and National Guard consisting of Caucasians and their
loves ones to invade a country without oil reserves. I suggest that you
tell the US led TERRORIST to tend to their affairs, while
HEZBOLLAH protect LEBANON in order to keep principles and
morals lacking in America. See: http://www.outbush2005.blogspot.com
Scores (12) 83% AGREE
Jews in high-level positions have dual loyalties13
War in Iraq is for Israel not US
With the myriad of reasons for the Iraq invastion, (now discounted)
the real reason we preemptively invaded Iraq was for the security of Israel
and for it’s goal of usurping more land, power and oil from it’s Arab
neighbors. The AIPAC is the most powerful lobby on Capitol Hill. No
politician can be critical of Israeli policy without risking losing the money,
votes and the power of this lobby. They all know it is political suicide to
do so. This is the dirty little secret that no one can talk about! Another big
problem is conflict of interest. How can we have high level people in our
government making foreign policy decisions when they are Jewish
Americans? It is a cystal clear case of conflict of interest. Their loyalty
is to Israel and it has become our loyalty too above what is good for
America. No other interests should be above American interest, but this is
not the case. Our government is in the horrible position now of fighting
this war for the benefit of Israel without their help (don’t want a WWW3
situation), without their money and we are losing American lives for a lie.
Iraq has never been any kind of threat to America. They are a threat to
Israel. Sure we would like to get our hands on Iraqi oil, but that’s not why
we are there. The Israeli lobby started asking us to start a war with in the
Clinton administration. We wouldn’t do it, but when 9-11 happened
George decided he could tie them to it and show the rest of the world they
better not mess with us in the process. Of course the “cooked up
WMD’s” were largely a result of Jewish Americans in the intelligence
community. Please read “A Clean Break”. It describes how this is just the
initial step by Israel to change the whole Middle East. Our Pro-Israeli
foreign policy is the whole reason for the 9-11 attacks. We let Israel
continue to build illegal settlements on Arab land in the Gaza and commit
human rights violations one after the other. Although this may not be
reported much in our media, the whole rest of the world knows that we
allowed the “occupiers” to have free reign and it is making enemies for us
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world wide. Israel started out as a little country created by the Balfour
Declaration after the holocoust tragedy. It has since tripled in size with
every preemptive invasion and conquest of the Palestinian and Arab land
surrounding it and they are not willing to give any bit of it back. They say
they will and then they don’t. The peace process now is nonexistant ever
since George decided to have a hands off policy over there. This was very
foolish. If there is no peace there, there will be no safety for America
either. We give Israel over 3 BILLION dollars a year. No one else gets
anywhere near that? I resent that my tax money is used in this way. These
are the sad facts that need to be addressed by Move-On. Don’t be scared to
tell the truth…Thank you. - Dawn Richeyd, lender (March 22, 2006;
Henderson, NV)
(March 22, 2006; Edmonds, WA)
8 out of 9 agree
"Judeo-Nazi leaders of Israel" and blood libel of Jews 14
(Blood libel refers to the statement, "In this text [Talmud], Jews are commanded
to slaughter non-Jews who are viewed more or less as animals or at least lesser
human beings.")
FIGHT ISRAELI APARTHEID TERRORISM
Massacre in Gaza http://www.palestineinfo.co.uk/am/publish/article_18657.shtml
By Khalid Amayreh Jun 11, 2006, 14:52
The heart-rending scenes of the Bahr al-Sudaniya massacre in Gaza
on Friday, 9 June, shows the Israeli army as it really is, a reptile-Nazilike army of thugs, hoodlums, and common criminals, not unlike the
Gestapo, SS and Wehrmacht.
Indeed, what else can be said about an army that targets with heavy
artillery children on an outing along the Gaza beach?
The latest carnage is of course not the first of its kind, and it most
certainly won’t be the last. Massacres, after all, have always been
Israel’s modus operandi. Israel itself inaugurated its birth with “holy
massacres” as Talmudic sages would tell us.
In truth, Zionists have committed more massacres per capita than
any other people on earth since Adam and Eve. In fact, one can safely
say that wanton killings and massacres are piece and parcel of being
Zionist.
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I understand that there are Jews who condemn the pornographic
slaughter in Gaza, people like Uri Avneri and like-minded Jews. We salute
those people, who are our natural partners in the quest for a just and
durable peace in Palestine.
However, it is also true that the vast bulk of Israeli Jews are
enjoying the killings of Palestinian children and are congratulating
each other.
Just take a look at Jewish internet sites in Israel and abroad and see
how Jewish youngsters are congratulating each other on the killings of
these helpless toddlers in Gaza.
This murderous cannibalism doesn’t come out of the blue. Today in
Israel, school curricula are dominated by the Talmud, especially a
specific Talmudic text called Shulhan Aruch.
In this text, Jews are commanded to slaughter non-Jews who are
viewed more or less as animals or at least lesser human beings.
Of course, Jewish propagandists and apologists would invoke “antiSemitism” when the truth about the racist, Nazi-like garbage Israeli boys
and girls are being taught is exposed through the media.
In fact, if any objective truth-seeker wants to find out why the Israeli
army and para-military Jewish terrorists are doing what they are doing to
the helpless Palestinians, which is actually nothing less than a slowmotion genocide, one has to go first to the Talmud, the unofficial
constitution of Israel. This hateful scripture is Israel’s real Torah as
every rabbi would admit.
Today, more than 50% of Israeli army soldiers and high-ranking
officers are graduates of Talmudic schools or Yeshivot throughout Israel.
And these graduates go to the army, thoroughly inculcated with this
venomous and Nazi-like ideology and value system that indoctrinates
them in mass murder and racism and criminality.
Well, what kind of god and religion that sanction the killing of kids
playing along the beach in Gaza?
More to the point, it is amply clear that the latest massacre was not the
act of one soldier or one officer.
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This is a systematic policy of an army that has always murdered and
lied about the murder, an army that is concerned more with justifying its
crimes than recognizing them and stopping them.
Isn’t Dan Hallutz, the Israeli army chief of staff who ordered the
massacre, the same person who in 2002 ordered the Israeli air-force to
drop a one-ton bomb on a Gaza apartment building, killing eleven children
and many other civilians?
In short, we are dealing with real Nazis, and the truth, however bitter
and unpalatable, must be told.
We know the Juedo-Nazi leaders of Israel, along with their
cheerleaders in North America, would strive to spread the lie that such
wanton acts of bloodshed are “misfires” or “regrettable mistakes.” The
less erudite in mendacity and hasbara would probably call the slaughter
“collateral damage” as the Americans often refer to their own frequent
genocidal episodes in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Unfortunately, such concocted lies still deceive many ordinary people
in the West, who breathe, drink and eat Jewish propaganda via their local
and national Zionist-controlled media outlets.
Luckily, there are more people who are getting to know the truth
about the Nazi nature of Israel and the Nazi-like treatment Palestinians are
being subjected to by the children and grandchildren of the holocaust
survivors.
What is really disgraceful, however, is the fact that Europeans, who
are relatively freer from the Zionist stranglehold, especially when
compared to North Americans, are effectively silent in the face of this
Gestapo-like behavior.
European condemnation, and not just verbal condemnation, is very
important in this context, since Israel and her criminal leaders would
interpret any lukewarm European reaction as a green line to keep up the
wanton killings.
We do hope that this latest massacre on the Gaza beach will awaken
the conscience of those who still haven’t made up their minds regarding
the abomination called Israel.
The Palestinian people realize that European political leaders are
reluctant to call the spade a spade because of historical reasons and
because of Jewish intimidation.
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However, ordinary Europeans, including professional unions, workers
unions as well as writers, intellectuals and civic leaders must speak up
against Judeo-fascism or Zio-Nazism.
After all Europe can not just atone for one holocaust by allowing
Israel and the Jews to commit another holocaust against a helpless people
whose only crime is their enduring determination to be free from another
Nazi reign of occupation and terror.
http://www.palestine-info.co.uk/am/publish/article_18657.shtml
Take Action, sign up for http://www.cnionline.org political action
alerts and tell Congress to stop using your tax dollars to support Israeli
apartheid terrorism. Please copy, e-mail and distribute as widely as
possible.
10 out of 13 MoveOn.org Action Forum members agree that the Talmud is a
"hateful scripture" and Israel is run by "Judeo-Nazis."
"If you are a Jew and want respect…"15
If you are a Jew and want respect;
Denounce Israel’s abuse and occupation of Palestinians for the last
50 yrs and stop spreading the lies you heard on Fox Israel News.
Condemn AIPACs manipulation of the US foreign policy.
Read and acknowledge the validity of the “Israeli Lobby” papers.
Until you do you’ll just sound like the Bush administration defending
their reasons for going to war.
If you just can’t do it deny that you are Jewish.
Our parents abused some of us, some were drunks, some were
divorced and some had Jewish parents. We don’t have to hang on to
our past.
This was so far beyond the pale that a mere 9 of 16 Action Forum participants
agreed.
Jewish Congressmen more loyal to Israel than the US16
We need your help in finding a word that is less offensive.
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One that describes the Jewish congressmen and Jewish owned
media that has a greater allegiance to Israel than the US. And who are
demonizing Israel’s neighbors and supporting Israel’s bombing and
occupation.
Read "Israeli Lobby" google it.
7 of 8 MoveOn.org members agree
"Jews have a long history of subverting governments for their own enrichment" 17
We can all see how AIPAC/Israel has taken control of America. Not
to get nasty but jews have a long history of subverting governments for
their own enrichment and glory to the detriment of whole societies.
Many more than "6 million" have died by semetic aggression, 100's of
millions even, remember the conqueror writes history. Even the roman
empire feared jewish power. Over and over again, whites, particularly
semites have distorted truth through their supremacist, zenophobic minds.
Ariel Sharon Oct of 2001 per Kol Israel, "... Don't worry about america,
we control america and the americans know it." There is a mental
pathology gripping my tribe, as the native americans say, "white man have
forked tongue", we must become enlightened, or we will be destroyed.
13 out of 16 agree
Jews do SOMETHING to make people hate them. (Evangelicals also a problem)18
Iraq has done nothing to us.
We haven’t seen a drop of free Iraqi oil, wont, and shouldn’t.
Our government wants to punish Iraq, Iran and Syria for being adversaries of the
Israeli occupation of Palestinians.
How do I know? Well I watch the congressional votes. There is a much higher
percentage of yes votes where applicable to Israel than for any other legislation.
Aid for Israelis per capita exceeds that given to any other group including
Americans.
I believe that Israelis and their bad behavior is a product of all our money and the
strings placed on it by AIPAC, congress, Evangelists and American Jews.
Yes, we have and will go to war for Israel.
Why were Jews hated in Germany, Russia, France, Italy, and the US and
around the world. I’d guess they handle success poorly.
9 of 11 Action Forum participants voted to AGREE
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8 JEWS RUN U.S. MEDIA Today19
Quit!!! bullying "MoveOn-" one of the few forums where democrats can still be
heard and I'm not talking about pseudo-democrats (Clinton zealots with income
and/or trust funds all in the high 6 or 7 figures). I'm sick of the monied-class
elite's air of entitlement. Arrogance may be a luxury that a privileged minority
unwisely indulge themselves.
But I can see why you might think you OWN! the media,or are entitled to: 8
JEWS RUN U.S. MEDIA Today, eight Jewish Americans run the vast majority
of US television networks, the printed press, the Hollywood movie industry, the
book publishing industry, and the recording industry.
Most of these industries are bundled into huge media conglomerates run by the
following eight individuals:
Gerald Levin, CEO and Director of AOL Time Warner
Michael Eisner, Chairman and CEO of the Walt Disney Company
Edgar Bronfman, Sr., Chairman of Seagram Company Ltd
Edgar Bronfman, Jr, President and CEO of Seagram Company Ltd and head of
Universal Studios
Sumner Redstone, Chairman and CEO of Viacom, Inc
Dennis Dammerman, Vice Chairman of General Electric
Peter Chernin, President and Co-COO of News Corporation Limited
Fox News, which is of course owned by Rupert Murdock - also a jew.
Remove Israel-Obsessed Jews from Congress20
Israel has 8,000 Palestinian prisoners, Hezbollah and Hamas has 3 Israeli
prisoners.
Israel is killing civilians and their children with our missiles and has never
stopped stealing Palestinian land, farms, and precious aquifers.
Removing all Israeli obsessed Jews from congress would stop a lot of killing.
12 out of 14 voted to AGREE with this
"If you just can’t do it deny that you are Jewish."21
If you are a Jew and want respect;
Denounce Israel’s abuse and occupation of Palestinians for the last 50 yrs and
stop spreading the lies you heard on Fox Israel News.
Condemn AIPACs manipulation of the US foreign policy.
Read and acknowledge the validity of the “Israeli Lobby” papers.
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Until you do you’ll just sound like the Bush administration defending their
reasons for going to war.
If you just can’t do it deny that you are Jewish.
Our parents abused some of us, some were drunks, some were divorced and
some had Jewish parents. We don’t have to hang on to our past.

Israel Should Not Exist
The following items are from large files of the Action Forum that were downloaded
before it was taken down for good.
Islamic hostilities will go away the minute Israel is closed down
Suddenly, at an office picnic, former Bush supporters are angry at the oil companies
for squeezing every last penny out of us as they see the use of carbon based fuels
rapidly comming to an end. The majority (in my office), even of Bush supporters, are
now agreeing that human activity has caused global warming. Go Gore! We can
thank President Gore not only for taking the initive to make the Internet available to
the public, but also for warning the world of the issues most important for the world
to address.
Nobody at the picnic even mentioned the reported airline-chemical-etc. People are
growing weary of the childish Neocon promotion of fear of boogeymen. Islamic
hostilities will go away the minute Israel is closed down and the Jews all move
to the US where they should have come to begin with.
Israel should not exist where it does in the first place.
To be anti-Zionist, or even anti-Jewish, is not by definition anti-Semitic.
According to what I've read, the Arabs, Jews, and others are all Semitic. It is not
a question of Race, it is a question of justice. Anyone who takes the time to
become familiar with the history of the creation of, and the acts of the Jewish
State of Israel can come to no other conclusion that it should not exist where it
does in the first place.
Israel formed their country by stealing land
J.F. Dragon, no I cannot agree with your premise as stated above about all
Middle East Arab countries. Before you start this Anti-Semitic rhetoric, have you
ever asked yourself why so many are against Israel? Have you studied how Israel
was created through terrorist means against Arabs (Palestinians) and the then
occupying British? Israel formed their country by stealing land away from its
then rightful owners through terrorist means. So perhaps it was those European
terrorist Jews that started this current round of hatred toward a country that was
formed by stealing land away from the resident Palestinians without any
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humanitarian compensation for where they are to go from there. How would you feel
about foreign invaders stealing your Grandparents or parents land and home to
bulldoze it down and then give it to a foreign born person, just because they are
Jewish or whatever that invader's faith and nationality is?
Israel is the main problem in the Middle East.
Another 3 " militants" were murdered by Israeli helicopters and soldiers in Gaza
today- airstrikes in urban areas are constructive murder-and to make it perfectly clear
to all that the genocide of Palestinians is the object the Israeli forces then
demoloished the building that the " militants" were in. Israel is the main problem
in the Middle East.

Scatology 101
Intelligent discourse at MoveOn.org's Action Forum.
"bush is a s**t stain on America"22
Four out of four respondents agree with this statement. The original did not use
asterisks either.

Open Disloyalty to the United States
It was hard to decide whether to file this under "racist slurs" but, as the writer is
calling African-Americans oppressed victims, a separate category was created. This goes
beyond merely criticizing the war in Iraq or the way it is being run.
Black and Muslim soldiers should refuse orders/ UN should control U.S.23
I ask that the UN investigate and bring appropriate charges against
Bush and this administration. I demand that Congress and the UN fully
investigate this administration and not allow another invasion to occur
without UN sanction. This occupation must end now. The UN must take
control now not later. Congress must act now. The UN must perform
its duties now before dictators such as Bush achieve his goal of
Caucasians ruling the world. If help is not received from Congress
and the UN, I ask that the Civil Rights Organizations, Black and
Muslim religious organizations, join with me in asking all Black and
Muslim soldiers and civilians to refuse to support this illegal
occupation of Iraq by this 'son of a bush'. See:
www.outbush2005.blogspot.com
7 out of 9 agree. And the material at outbush2005.blogspot.com is even worse.
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Blacks should not serve in our Armed Forces24
I, whose son served in Afghanistan and Iraq, wish Cindy [Sheehan?]
could tell Bush what I have written and wish I could tell him face to face. I
believe him to be an unethical liar who never should had been put in the
position he is so unqualified for, and he is an embarrassment to most
people in the US, and most all people in the World. He should be
impeached as I have said in the past, he should have sent his daughters to
war instead of my son, he should never ask a Black to risk his or her
life to offer democracy to Iraq's that Blacks will never achieve during
his regime in this country. He should be tried for war crimes as he is
advocating for Sadam Hussen. The same treatment Sadam receives should
be the same he should get for his past and present crimes against humanity
prior to the unlawful invasion of Iraq. I would ask Cindy to tell Bush that
he and his regime would be doing the world a favor if they would leave
office immediately. Again I state that neither Bush nor any president
should ask any" BLACK in this racist country to risk his life or to be
put in harms way, due to the manner in which blacks have and are yet
being denied equal opportunities in this racist society. While speaking
to him you must realize that due to his intellect he will most likely have to
consult with his advisor, Carl Rove, also called by Bush "TURD
SMASHER", to give you a somewhat intelligent answer to my statements
which I want you to present on my behalf. Thanks for your involvement in
a cause all reasonable Americans should support.
32 out of 35 agree
Police Officers are Racists
73. Bush is Anti-Black & Muslim” and too “PRO-ISREAL”
The Jews don’t deserve a State, and are less deserving than African
Americans. The Jews are receiving African Americans’
“REPRARATION” in the form of foreign aid. …
At least Israel requires that their youth serve in the military. This
administration and its COWARDS find all the loop holes in order that they
and their Caucasians Love Ones do not have to serve. When the Reserves
and National Guard were considered safe havens, these units were
‘reserved’ for Caucasians. African Americans were delegated to Cooks,
Mechanics etc., with little chance of advancement. Now we send our
Reserves and National Guard to Muslim countries with the pretense that
we want to create freedom for Muslims. These units consist of Police
Officers and other Racist individuals who have since the founding of
America, have discriminated and violated the rights of minorities in
this country. See:
http://unitedaffirmativeactiondevelopment.com/id12.html
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In my opinion it is OK
more…
Scores (10) 70% AGREE

9/11 Conspiracy Theories and 9/11 Denial
"9/11 Was an Inside Job!"25
Marvin Bush (brother) was head of Securicom, the firm in charge of
security of the WTC until 9/11. Coincidence?
Prof. Steven Jones (BYU) has found residue of explosives used in
controlled demolitions in samples of steel from WTC.
The official explanation of why the towers fell is that heat from jet fuel
weakened the steel and the collapse of the upper floors caused a “pancake”
effect and each floor collapsed from the weight of the floors above it
crashing down. I’d believe that if the melting point of steel weren’t 1,000
degrees hotter than jet fuel can burn, if most of the fuel hadn’t exploded
outside the building upon impact, and if the towers didn’t fall at free-fall
speed, as if there were not 47 steel columns holding the floors up in the
air.
NORAD, our national air-defense system stood down and did not
intercept the hi-jacked planes. Our military was conducting several wargame excersises [sic] which simulated hi-jacked airliners being flown into
buildings. This gave cover for the real-world terror plot to happen,
allowing the FAA to think the hi-jacked planes were part of the wargames
and not take action of their own.
Flights 93 and 77 were not even scheduled to fly on 9/11. None of the
terrorists were even on the passenger manifests!
Ask questions, demand answers. Soon, it will be too late to freely ask
these questions.
Four out of four agree with this.
"9/11 An Inside Job"26
Bracketed comments are ours
I continue to believe that this is the ONLY issue that really matters,
because it is the only one that transcends political affiliations. It is not an
issue of debate, or opinion, or politics if it is shown that our current
administration planned and executed 9/11. No one could argue that killing
our own citizens in order to stay in power and promote their own ends is a
reasonable political "strategy". Scholarsfor9/11Truth.org are investigating
the facts, not conjecture. We do not need to whine about unvetted videos.
The facts are there, waiting to be investigated. Where is the examination
of the crime scene? Where is the collection of eyewitness reports,
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(where early witnesses at both the Pentagon and the Pennsylvania
crash site reported clearly that THERE WAS NO AIRLINER!) [Tell
that to Todd Beamer's family and the families of everyone else on Flight
93.] Where is the forensic evidence - what can still be found of it? Why
have our leaders not been prosecuted for destroying the crime scenes, if
nothing else? There is overwhelming evidence that the "identified" Al
Quaida terrorists were probably not the perpetrators, since many of
them have been found alive and well by the BBC. [Last we heard, they
were seen in a UFO with Elvis Presley.] The FBI itself has acknowledged
openly that they have no evidence to charge Osama Bin Laden! We all
know the 9/11 commission was a sham - at least one of their members has
said it was miserably incomplete. Fema has reported that THEY DO NOT
KNOW why building 7 fell down. Doesn't anyone care to find out why
one of our best skyscrapers (of which there are thousands still in use) just
crumbled because of a small fire in its corner??? Hello!!!! Where is the
REAL investigation? And who really produced all those animated
"explanations" - which have been shown to be as accurate as the new
Disney 9/11 movie ? Are we to simply believe the fanciful "conspiracy
theories" our government packaged and fed us, or will we demand the
truth?
World Trade Centers were blown up27
Any one who saw the collapse of the two World Trade Center
towers would have to be blind not to see that they were imploded from
within due to controlled demolition, especially since the third WTC
building collapsed exactly the same way without being struck by any
airplane. As Jesus Christ said: "There are none so blind as they who will
not see". I guess us lemmings are all as blind as though we all were
victims of mass hypnosis. Let us open our eyes for a change and 'see'.
Six out of seven MoveOn-ers agree with this.
The U.S. Government Perpetrated 9/1128
On ABC and 9/11program - MoveOn should be leading the
investigation
To the extent that the impeachment of Clinton was a diversion then it
could be that a lot of the people to let it happen were put in place in
Clinton's administration. Hasn't anyone ever wondered why Tenet and
Freeh were kept on in a George 'the decider' Bush's administration?
It took a lot of people in key positions to pull off 9/11 and it would be
doubtful that they were all placed after Bush took office.
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The people in place to prevent murder investigations were as necessary as
the ones to let it happen.
It still seems probable that something went wrong and the operation
had to be aborted and that is the reason the buildings had to be
detonated and bldg 7 had to be blown. If Chicago and the west coast
had been burning and the White House had been hit then martial law could
easily have been declared. In their 'perfect planning' could they have
overlooked the potential of ordering of all planes to be immediately
grounded?
Such details as getting John O'Neil into the WTC to be eliminated in some
manner took a lot of high level doings. And people seem to think that was
just a coincidence.
How did Rudy Giuliani let so many of his Police and Firemen get killed
and then be given 'hero' status????????
Think about those things - and many more.
A Missile Destroyed the World Trade Center29
Did Anyone Watch the AlteraVista tape Showing A Missle Hole
Not An Airplane Shape into the Pentagon? And many other things
from video and reporters as 9/11 was happening that it isn't what it
looks like.
One thing is true that we Do know: American Citizens died as pawns.
Let's get to the truth, however painful it is going to be to discover. Our
nation's future depends on it.
Seven out of eight MoveOn-ers agree with this.
9/11 a "false flag" operation
9/11 truthseeker
Original Post: "...osama bin ladin, the man responsible for the horror, was
still walking around scot free while we are in iraq killing thousand of
people who had nothing to do with it. whats wrong with this picture? - b.
mathews, retired (August 31, 2006; las vegas, NV)"
My Post: I understand your frustration. What's wrong with this picture is
that Osama could have been found, but they're not actually trying to find
him. Osama was a patsy for a "false flag" operation perpetrated by
some element of the U.S. government. How could Osama Bin-Laden
cause NORAD to stand down? How can Al-Qeida conduct war game
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excersises with our fighter jets who on the morning of 9/11 were
engaged in drills involving hijacked airliners?
I recommend that you watch another documentary on 9/11 called "Loose
Change". It has been viewed by at least ten million people on Google
video. You can watch it for free, and it could change the world, if you're
ready.
Four out of four Action Forum participants agree.
Another conspiracy theory30
In your post you asked "What's wrong with this picture" in regard to
the continuing situation in Iraq etc.
I'll tell you "Everything is wrong with the 9/11 attack from start to finish."
I know just a wee bit about national defense and had more than a few
questions I shot back to Washington starting with:
Where in heck were all the civilian FAA and military radar air traffic
controllers after that first plane hit the first tower? Asleep? Dead? Why did
no alert go out to the aircraft/missile defense system command center?
Where in heck was the Eastern Seaboard Air Defense System duty ready
aircraft, some of which are supposed to be in the air 24 hours a day on
rotating shifts...JUST IN CASE a sneak attack from a surface ship,
submarine, or long range bomber ocurred? Were all these people asleep at
the switch too?
How long was it after the first plane hit the first WTC tower and the
second plane hit the second tower...20 minutes...30 minutes????....far too
long for an ALERT not to be issued and interceptor aircraft launched all
up and down the eastern seaboard from Maine to Florida, that's for
sure.....JUST IN CASE.....of a sneak attack.
Then what about the plane crashing into the Pentagon...in one the most
highly populated and protected metropolitan areas in the world?
Where is one single tourist Polaroid pic, one tourist Kodak Brownie
snapshot, one single cell of tourist or news reporter video tape that shows
a low flying Boeing 757 Jet Airliner in one of the most filmed and video
taped cities in the world. Were all these people asleep as well?
Dumbstruck?
Why did the Pentagon parking lot camera first show just fire erupting in
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2001 and nothing else, and then four years later in 2006 show a blurry
streak alleged to be the airliner.
Why have there not been but few socalled "eye witnesses" come forward
and why weren't they being interviewed on national TV news shows or on
documentary channels like Discovery, National Geographic, The Military
Channel as examples for capturing Nobel Prizes. Why didn't liberal CNN,
coservative FOX or any other news network channel's hotshot
investigative reporters chase all those eye witnesses down?
Why wasn't the Washington D C air/missile defense system alerted after a
half hour after the fact of the first TC tower being stuck and shoot down
that 4th airliner before it got within 10 miles of the Pentagon, Capitol,
White House, etc. Were all these people asleep too? There are only about
30 Airforce bases within 20 minutes or less flying time from the nation's
capitol city as well as about the same number of overlapping radar
intercept stations.
Why was george walker bush conveniently in Florida instead of
Washington "ON THAT ONE PARTICULAR DAY OUT OF THE
YEAR TERRORISTS DECIDED TO ATTACK?" I have a feeling that
terrorists smart enough to carry out such an attack, were smart enough to
know whether the president was in town or not, even if it had not been
announced publically that bush would be in Florida.
Yessir b. matthews...I have a lot of questions...and all of them are
unanswered.
9 out of 9 agree with this.
Bush Administration Perpetrated 9/11
20. Get the truth out on 9/11
The attack on 9/11 was the worst crime that this administration has
perpetrated on America. This crime was so blatant and the evidence
of government involvement and cover-up is so abundant, that if we can
just find the courage within ourselves to set aside our knee-jerk reaction to
the word "conspiracy” and just look at the evidence, we will find that we
have in front of us the biggest smoking gun there is to put these criminals
in jail where they belong. A good place to start is
http://www.wanttoknow.info/9-11cover-up/ Or, if you have broad-band,
go to http://www.911revisited.com/ and watch the video free online, or
you can order the DVD. Take courage.
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Luckily for the writer, it is very difficult to legally libel a public figure. A false
accusation of conspiracy to murder 3000 people would automatically be libel if directed
at a private individual.
Watch out for Jews named Silverstein!31
83. Sofia I think– Professional Demolition of World Trade Center
Building 7
…Firefighters were told to move away from the building moments before
it collapsed. In February of 2002 Silverstein Properties won $861 million
from Industrial Risk Insurers to rebuild on the site of WTC 7. Silverstein
Properties’ estimated investment in WTC 7 was $386 million. So: This
building’s collapse resulted in a profit of about $500 million!
Scores (11) 81% AGREE
Controlled Demolition of the Twin Towers
The whole nation saw the twin towers collapse on 911 exactly as
they would with controlled demolition. What about the third tower,
not strucked by an airplane?
The sad truth of it is that people are being hypnotized to not believe the
obvious. Big Brother will decide for you what is obvious.
Our present Emporer and his ilk may not have read “Mein Kampf”, but
they most certainly read “1984″. The Emporer has also read “My Pet
Goat”, as in creating scapegoats.
I think “1984″ should be required reading for anyone who wants to wake
up to the reality of our times.
Scores (6) 83% AGREE
More Controlled Demolition32
Fascism With Two Faces
Why bang our heads against the wall trying to decide which side
would best combat terrorism? Both sides are just as incompetent. Both
sides worked to erect the terrorism boogie man in the first place. Both
sides supported the war on terrorism. The whole issue is just another
strawman to set up and knock down.
What happened on 9/11/01 was obviously the controlled
demolition of the WTC buildings, especially the third building which
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we are led to believe was just a fluke of nature. Both the Brownshirts
and the Blackshirts are silent about this.
It is all about switching from the cold war mentality between the two
superpowers to a different Boogie Man to fight to the death, as the cold
war Boogie Man had fizzled out.
The point is taken from "1984" by George Orwell, but he forgot to
spell it out for us: Do not believe the obvious, Big Brother will tell us what
is obvious.
15 out of 21 agree (only 62 percent, perhaps the lowest rating for these)

Anti-Christian Hate Speech
Christo-Fascism33
Christo-Fascism
14 CHARACTERISTICS OF FASCISM / WE HAVE THEM ALL by
Allen L Roland http://www.opednews.com
America has all of the 14 defining characteristics of Fascism and, like
sheep, we passively endure our fleecing : Allen L Roland
With the four horseman of hubris ( Cheney, Rumsfeld, Rice and Bush ) in
full gallop, shouting their war cry of 'Islamic fascism' and systematically
misquoting and demonizing Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad ~
it's time for America to review the 14 characteristics of fascism and, in the
process, face our own growing neocon fascist state.
Dr. Lawrence Britt has examined the fascist regimes of Hitler (Germany),
Mussolini (Italy), Franco (Spain), Suharto (Indonesia) and several Latin
American regimes. Britt found 14 defining characteristics common to each
~ and America has all of them.
"Moral Equivalency of Christo-fascists and Islamo-fascists"
The point that I would like Red Amerika to understand is that
Christo-fascism, as practiced by the Bush administration, is the moral
equivalent of Zio-fascism and Islamic fascism. The three faiths of
Abraham are based on the same creation myths set forth in the same
specious form - an Inerrant Text - and adherents to those creeds have
proved by their dismal track records of oppression and intolerance that the
Abrahamaic value system has no place in what should be A Secular World
Order. Would that it were true that the Abrahamaic ideologies of perpetual
victimization and trimphalism were merely "the opiate of the people" that would be an improvement over the actual status quo! While Bushco's
intellectual and moral capacities might be opiated by their faith, their
capacity for destruction is undiminished.
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Evangelical Christians are hastening Armageddon34
I am continually dismayed by our lack of focus on the president's dangerous
religious beliefs and how they are informing the agenda of his administration. As an
Evangelical Christian, the president is doing his part to hasten armageddon, as
evidenced by his middle-east policies. He would like nothing more than full scale
war between the Jews, Christians and Muslims, as has been prophesisied in the
Bible. Also keep in mind that the Evangelicals have no great love for the Baptists
or the Catholics, many of whom the president managed to kill in New Orleans.
Yet the president's Evangelical Christian agenda is largely ignored - and it needs to
be exposed.
9 out of 11 voted to AGREE with this
Jesus' followers were ignorant
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Anybody trying to bring peace to the Middle East would have to claim to be
some kind of a Divine Messenger, they're just that Ignorant. When you
consider the region were Jesus lived, and if you were trying to help them, you
might would have to tell them you were the Son of God, just to get them to quit
fighting amongst themselves, and Pay Attention. The Requirements of Freedom
fly far above their heads.
5 of 9 Action Forum participants voted to AGREE
Evangelical Christians commit election fraud to elect Bush36
I strongly agree with number 2 and 3 comments currently at the top of the
Political Action Goals. There are always individual cases of fraud in an election,
but Mark Crispin Miller claims widespread fraud in 2004 that cost Kerry the
election. "Fooled Again: How the Right Stole the 2004 election and why they'll
steal the next one too (unless we stop them" is his book. He says the use of the
Diebolt computer voting machines and the use of large number of evangelicals
to man polling booths created widespread electoral fraud, not just in Ohio.
Three states have now rejected Diebolt machines and a month ago the CEO of
Diebolt resigned. We must get paper trails in every state.
The efforts to reform Ohio campaign (which Moveon. org is supporting) lost four
propositions to reform Ohio government in November 2005 to the great surprise
of even the far right in Ohio. All voters in Ohio use Diebolt computer voting
machines, and there is now widespread suspicion about the accuracy of the vote.
Every vote must count. The League of Women Voters is working hard for
manually marked paper ballots with optical scan units for speed. They are far
cheaper than the computer voting machines and much more accurate. We will
never regain control of our government if our votes are not accurately counted.
127 out of 131 agree that Evangelicals created widespread election fraud
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Anti-Gay Slur
Accusations of being gay or lesbian were used as a smear tactic at MoveOn.org's
Action Forum.
MoveOn Action Forum: Was Adam Smith gay?37
I was searching for info about Adam Smith the other day and
came upon an internet site which reported that Adam Smith (father of
modern economics) was homosexual and surprisingly open about it...
unfortunately now I can't find the site. I think it was Wikipedia, so it may
have been edited since then. Wouldn't that be something though if we
could find proof and share it publicly with the neocons?!?!? Wouldn't that
put the republicans in quite a quandry? I also think it'd be great if some
of the religious republicans knew their beloved GRANDPA WALTON
was openly gay! We've gotta fight fire with fire! Has anyone else read this
about Adam Smith??? Now if we could only get ANDY GRIFFITH to
come out of the closet (just kidding)! What about BILL FRIST and TOM
DELAY and TRENT LOTT and these folks...
http://www.commondreams.org/headlines04/0808-01.htm

Racist Hate Speech
Black soldiers are potential mutineers, cannot be trusted with weapons38
It's interesting about how this individual begins by saying that African-Americans
are oppressed and downtrodden, but goes on to say that minorities have "so much need"
of discipline and then says that Black soldiers should not be trusted with weapons
because they are likely to mutiny. Ten of thirteen Action Forum participants agreed with
this.
Bring Black Troops home/send bush's daughters
To serve in the US to protect the homeland and our human rights, being
violated by the Bush Regime. I recently spoke to an African American
Marine Officer, who was disturbed about how Black Marines are being
treated prior and during Bush’s illegal occupation of Irag. He related to me
that if it wasn’t for the low ranking Black Marines who were being
discriminated against, and he felt they needed his help, he himself would
resign. For this and other reasons Blacks serving in the armed services
should not become solders of fortune, but instead should be assigned to
protect the human rights of African Americans, and all people regardless
of color or faith. This country should also realize why Blacks are not
obligated to shed blood for this country. They will not be able to share in
the spoils and benefits if any are derived from this invasion, and others.
They nor their love ones in their life time will receive equal opportunities
in this country. For Blacks to receive the discipline basically the
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military have to offer, and minorities are so much in need, I would
suggest that they recruit Blacks, keep them in safe positions state side
and not allow them a weapon, because they may use it against those
they perceive to be their enemy.
10 out of 13 agree
"Republicans, Jews, and Blacks"39
Please read this posting very carefully before you get your 'shorts' all
bunched up! If you want to deliberately miss the point -- that's O K -- not
everyone is ready to take a look at their real self.
What do they all have in common?
They all yell bloody murder when anyone says anything that they think is
directed at their society. If you attack anyone in their society, they think
that they might be next. The problem is, is that they mentally identify
themselves, as part of a particular group and not part of the whole!
They seek safety in the group just as untrained Infantry will "bunch up"
when frightened.
Truth has nothing to do with it -- they all scream at the same time -the Republicans will unite, and scream, whenever anyone outside there
own party challenges their base! The Blacks will scream and play the
race card anytime one of their own is singled out! (How many will still
proclaim OJ's innocence?) Israel will play the Holocaust card and
scream in unison when Israel is shown to be less than perfect!
With Israel and Blacks, this is their way of preventing any chance of the
past injustices being repeated! They are still afraid that the past may repeat
itself if they don't "stick together"! Its their defence against admitting one
of their own could be wrong. Most of the Jewish people in the United
States support Israel about the same way we support this country. We
can acknowledge and criticize our own country's many mistakes. We can
express our 'outrage' of what is going on, but when an 'outsider' criticizes
this country, we rise up as one to defend the United States!
We defend this country because we see this country as it should be, not as
it is! We refuse to take responsibility for who and what we really are as a
country. After all we didn't vote for this administration and we think it
very unfair when anyone includes us in their criticism of what this country
is doing! Its the old story we judge ourselves by our intentions while
judging others by what they do!
I think a good example of this is when that British newspaper ran that
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headline when Bushit was re-elected! "How could 50 some million people
be so stupid?"
Condoleeza Rice and Colin Powell are "House Slaves"40
Thanks Harry, for telling it like it is. Rice and Powell ARE "house slaves". And
the "Republicans ARE like the Jews who worked for Hitler". And Shrub IS "a
tyrant and a terrorist". Harry, we need people like you in Congress.
12 of 15 voted to AGREE with this

Anti-Catholic Hate Speech
Official MoveOn.org Photomanipulation of Pope Benedict
The photomanipulation of Pope Benedict (left) suggests that the Catholics are taking
over the United States. A 19th century anti-Catholic cartoon by the famous illustrator
Thomas Nast appears at its right for comparison. At the top, Europe is separating Church
from State while, at the bottom, American Catholics are sewing Church and State
together with the blessings of the Pope. Nast was well known for his hatred of the
Catholic Church, and this cartoon is but one of several examples. MoveOn's entry differs
from Nast's only in its use of color as opposed to grayscale.

The hate speech shown below was found via Google's cache after MoveOn took
down the Action Forum for good.
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Catholic Supreme Court Justices destroy Church-State Separation
I am 68 years old and afraid like never before over the future of our country. The
neo-cons and religious right have effectively formed a Theoneocon, Christofacist state. It is not sufficient to elect Democrats to congress this year, but
Democrats, Greens, Independents, and liberal Republicans who will be willing to
impeach. This criminal cabal must be brought to justice.
Nothing is being said about the five Catholic justices, three of whom would
rewrite the constitution to destroy Church/State separation. They believe
that God, the bible and faith supercede our Constitution, and that our
leaders are acting with divine sanction. I know that Article VI states that
religion shall not be a test for public office. It does not say, however, that the
Senate can not question someone who hold beliefs that are in oppostion to the
constitution, which all office holders must swear to uphold. The idea of a "Unitary
Executive" has been praised by Alito. He clearly believes in a hierarchial concept
of government, rather than one which comes from the governed. Why was this not
highlighted by the Senate and the press?
29 out of 30 voted to AGREE with this
"Catholic Pedophiles of America"
By continuing the attack on the GOP's culture of corruption with a call to
arrest the Catholic pedophiles of America, we have the ability to break up
the perverts and criminals running the country today. WE know there are
hundreds of thousands of pedophiles created by the Catholic church's
shuffling them around since 1950. WE know most of these people went on to
higher education. By pushing for a complete outing of the 12,000 pedophiles
they've admitted to so far we can put incredible pressure on any politicians who
might be part of the cult. How many DeLay types want their constituents to find
out that they've taken advantage of the teenage sex trade of the Marianas islands?
How many victims of these pedophiles are now working in our schools, boy scout
camps, governments and police forces? How would this impact the secret
societies like the Skull and Boners if half their membership were convicted for
sex crimes involving their highest ranking members? There is a reason why our
Government refused to prosecute these citizens for covering-up this scandal for
over 50 years. The citizens of America haven't given up on this, it's the politico's
who really want us to shut up. It isn't like America is the only country in the
world to have this problem either. Ireland a couple months ago booted the
Catholics as a National religion. As long as the GOP led Congress keeps
preventing the prosecution of people like Bernard Law for deliberately violating
the laws of the country he's a citizen of, I'll continue to believe that our elected
leaders are like-minded individuals. Pedophiles beget pedophiles. In my area they
are trying to figure out a way to keep the victims of these crimes imprisoned for
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life after they serve their sentence. Priests abuse citizens and don't get arrested.
The citizens they molested go on to create more pedophiles, but they ain't priests,
so they go to prison. As they should. But until the priests are hounded down
and arrested like the baby rapers they are, the neverending cycle will
continue. You want to throw a monkey wrench in both political parties? Call
for the arrest and immediate incarceration of the Catholic Pedophiles of
America. Then we can do a little research. These priests were teachers. Find out
who their students were and do a cross reference to see how many elected leaders
were "educated" by them. Records of arrests for pedophilia have been kept for
years. Are the hotspots of pedophilia in areas where the priests were relocated to?
Until our elected leaders pursue this matter we won't know if the people we
entrust our children to are people we can trust, or people trying to lower the age of
consent to birth.
8 out of 9 voted to AGREE with this
"The Catholics are raping your children"
(From a file of 2500 Action Forum postings downloaded prior to the forum's being
taken down for good.)
3691. Help restore the rule of law.
If we start to focus on the known criminals in the GOP like DeLay, Ney, Ralph
Reed, Cunningham, Libby, Frist and all the other GOP "trendsetters", eventually the
rank and file GOP'ers will be so embarressed to call themselves Republicans thta
they should hide their head in shame for supporting this group of miscreants. As a
citizen who has heard a judge say, "I'm gonna make an example outta you, Boy!" I
am amazingly offended by all the so-called citizens who have no problem with the
crimes perpetuated by these ultra fortunate rich folk. Don't you understand that
when they are done us, they will turn their attention to you? Either attack them first
through the acceptance and enforcment of our Constitution or get used to teaching
your child that they will have a master. It never ends with the victim class because
they only have to change the criteria to create another group to be persecuted. The
vicitm class will expand until you too can be jailed for ridiculously minor offenses
while the Catholics are raping your children.
94% of Action Forum participants voted to AGREE with this.

Prescreened Postings, September 2006
This section details moderator-screened and approved postings that appeared after 9
September 2006. As stated in the chronology, MoveOn.org brought its Action Forum
back online after its opponents interpreted the shutdown as a headlong rout. The
following were all prescreened before being allowed to appear.
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MoveOn.org approved: U.S. deserved 9/1141
This was, incidentally, posted on the 5th anniversary of the mass murder of 3000 innocent
civilians by militant Islamic terrorists.
Let their deaths be the instrument of change, not a reason to
perpetuate the cycle of death.
By remembering the deaths of those who died during the attacks on the
World Trade Center and Military Industrial Complex's central hub at the
Pentagon, it gives us an opportunity to use their deaths as a means to
create a new possible reality.
A reality that isn't based on selling weapons so the average Joe American
can drive gas guzzling beasts instead of forward thinking environmentally
sensitive forms of alternative transportation.
A reality that acknowledges that our pursuit of becoming the next robber
baron family, is responsible for many of the unwanted "improvements"
that create the perfect medium for terrorism to flourisn in third world
countries.
The symbolism of the attacks on 9/11 has been completely lost on the
public of America. In their pitiful underdeveloped brains, they
intended the attack to be an attack on World Trade and the misuse of
the disenfranchised that resulted from the WTO's coalition of the
greedy.
Since the Pentagon is viewed by the world to be the legbreakers of this
particular organized crime ring, they attacked the enforcers along
with the headquarters of the operation.
A confused unenlightened man could see this as a way to awaken the
eyes of the American public at large.
We don't have to get our elected leaders to listen to us, to have an affect on
the profits of those responsible for these neverending wars. Politicians
come and go, but Robber Baron families live forever.
Rather than accept anyone's version of what happened on 9/11 as fact, we
should use the constant back and forth of the opinion shapers as
justification for a total remake of consumerism in America.
If we don't take advantage of our power as consumers now, when they
finish taking our disposable income away, our abilities to affect change
will disappear.
Simply put, they won't need us to spend money anymore. Their
international corporations and the emerging consumer markets in India
and China will keep them flush with profits. They could literally watch us
starve and not have it impact their bottom line.
Disney's decision to air and distribute talking points to schools supporting
the fable called "Path to 9/11", tells me they are growing bolder.
This is a Capitalist country. George Bush himself has sanctioned boycotts
and work stoppages as bonifide actions to take in Democratic Societies.
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But isnce he has inserted language in the New Patriot Act that specifically
outlines as illegal, economic terrorism, organized boycotts can be looked
at as terrorist acts.
The deaths on 9/11/01, and subsequent propaganda supporting the
Bush/Bin Laden version of events, should tell us all that they don't have
our best interests at heart.
We can either be cheerled into the centuries old neverending cycle of war
that has plagued mankind forever, or do as our forfathers did and legislate
steps to ensure it will never happen again.
The people of the world are either blessed or cursed right now. They've
been cursed with the biggest bunch of mass murders the world has ever
known. Whether it's George W. or Saddam Hussein, Osama or
Milosovich, the world is lousy with would be mass murderers.
We've also been blessed with an opportunity to out them as the immoral
death dealers they are, and have been, for centuries now.
Our question is. Are we up to the challenge?
When Bush says, "Everything's on the table" I know exactly whta he's
talking about. The military industrial complex has gone too far. Papertrails
have been created all over the world leading any investigation back to the
true instigators of these conflicts. And the same names keep popping up
over and over again.
Bush and friends lied for 2 years about the rendition flights. Then at the
same time he requests legislation created to absolve himself of all sin, he
admits to these illegal detentions.
Enough already. He always admits whatever he's been accused of,
eventually.
Assume a survivalist posture much like the religious right wing wackos
did prior to Y2K. Downsize, get outta debt, plan local vacations and
reintegrate into your local political scene.
Our silence allowed Hillary and friends to be led to the right. If we are
ever to salvage what's left of America we must speak our piece. Since the
only thing Corporate America understands is profits, a sudden change in
consumerism will tell the puppetmasters that their politicians have gone
too far.
Between the emerging global warming crisis, and the growing influence
on profits the foreign markets bring, our ability to affect change with our
wallets is waning.
The deaths on 9/11/01 can either be looked at as reasons to perpetaute the
cycle, and as such become collateral damage to the great American war
machine. Or their deaths can have real meaning.
They could be viewed as the straw that broke the military industrial
complex's, camels, back.
Democracy can only survive if we use every means at our disposal to
defend it. In a Capitalist Liberal Democratic Republic, the quickest way to
affect change is with profit loss.
George knows this, that's why he praises boycotts and work stoppages in
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creating Democracies in the former Soviet block nations.
He also knows that if greedy Americans adopted the same tact, he would
be gone quicker than spit. So he created the term economic terrorism.
Don't boycott, change your lifestyle. Individual acts of environmental and
fiscal responsibility have to happen for America to survive.
We can either do it now while we can make a difference, or do it later
when the emerging markets make our boycotts quaint.
Like Condi said. Opportunities are often masked by the tragedies that
create them. For example. While progressive American saw the deaths of
Katrina as horrendous, bush spent his efforts lining up toadies to benefit
from the emergency spending he knew he was sending their way.
The tragedy of 9/11 can neither remain a tragedy forever, or the
instrument of change that broke the military industrial complex.
The only question is, are we the generation to make it happen? No one
else has had them all wrapped up in a position to be held accountable
before.
Like George says, "Everything's on the table".
Can we make it happen? Never give up,never surrender.
12 out of 14 agree
MoveOn.org Approved: 9/11 Conspiracy Theory42
Too Many Questions
Reporters are supposed to be trained in "Asking Questions", but after
September Eleventh, 2001, it seems they lost their ability to ask questions.
Are we "safer" today?
Why are the internationally renowned terrorist training camps allowed to
operate in Pakistan?
Why did we offer India nuclear energy technology when there is a
potential for them to use the waste to attack Pakistan with nuclear
weapons, another country that has demonstrated the ability to produce
nuclear weapons?
Why do we concentrate so much media time on Iran when they are more
like five to ten years away from getting a nuclear weapon - and why have
we shyed away from recognizing them and negotiating with them?
With a 50/50 chance, and an off-center strike, why did both towers
pancake rather than one topple over in structural failure?
Why was there no feuselage and the wrong engine pods for the
aircraft on the lawn of the Pentagon?
Why was there no identifiable human remains left at the site of the
Pentagon - not even teeth?
Why - at the Pentagon - were the flames a bright yellow-orange with
little smoke with only one fire engine there, when a fire of
kerosine/diesel fuel burning at atmospheric temperature and pressure
would be a dull orange with profuse amount of smoke, especially
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when being doused by a fire engine?
After the first plane crashed into the WTC and staffers (including
Cheney) were husteling to the basement of the White House, why
didn't Rumsfeld have someone manning the anti-missile, anti-aricraft
systems on the Pentagon, the command center of our national
defenses, so that his employees and building would be protected in
light of an attack?
With so many security cameras on buildings, why didn't more of them
- any of them? - capture clear footage of the airplane that struck the
Pentagon?
If we were only hit at the WTC, would we have launched the nation into
perpetual war, or would we have just blamed Bush for failing to protect
the WTC?
Why have we paid so little attention to satifying the most basic necessities
of life to the land we occupy - Iraq - that insurgency is a logical human
reaction?
When are we going to pay attention to satifying the most basic necessities
of life to the land we occupy - America - that insurgency is not a logical
human reaction?
I am sorry that we have suffered the attrocity of 9/11, but am still
concerned that our media and our government is not considering the whole
truth!!!
6 out of 6 agree with this.
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